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            We are closed.

            The Alpin Arena Senales is closed. The summer season starts on 29.06.2024!
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                            WHERE ADVENTURES DWELL 

                        
                        
                            Accommodation and hotels in Val Senales

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                It is not only adventure that is at home in the Alpin Arena Senales, but also guests from all over the world. The accommodations and hotels in Val Senales are as diverse as their visitors and range from Europe's highest hotel to a campsite in the fascinating valley head. Are you looking for a hotel in Val Senales? Whether you are a nature lover, training guest, glacier researcher or mountain holidaymaker, you are guaranteed to find a relaxing place to sleep with us. And maybe also your new favourite place? Discover the accommodations and hotels in Val Senales!
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                                        Europe’s highest hotel in Val Senales

                                    
                                    
                                    
                                        The high life: The Glacier Hotel Grawand *** sits enthroned on the Schnalstal Glacier at 3,212 metres. Here, your hotel stay in Val Senales is bound to remain unforgotten. The highest hotel in Europe is located directly on the snow-sure glacier slopes and enchants visitors with unique panoramic views.
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                                        From motorhome to adventure 

                                    
                                    
                                    
                                        Your motorhome, a sense of adventure and a little time: That’s all you need for the perfect holiday at Caravan Park Senales. The 90 parking spaces are tucked away in the nature around the village of Kurzras and are located directly on the ski area and on picturesque hiking and biking routes.
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                                        Close to the glacier, close to adventures 

                                    
                                    
                                    
                                        It is one of the most popular hotels in Val Senales for groups, active guests and mountain lovers: the Smart Hotel Firn *** in Unser Frau im Schnalstal is only 9 kilometres away from the glacier. It convinces with fair prices, an ideal location and some extras, such as inclusive breakfast and a wellness area with sauna and indoor pool.
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                            Our hotels in Val Senales: pretty spectacular  

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                A hotel in Val Senales that does not adorn itself with 5 stars, but instead shines with an unbeatable price-performance ratio. A genuine glacier hotel that turns an overnight stay in Val Senales into an authentic nature experience. And last but not least, a mobile accommodation in Val Senales that you bring along yourself, so to speak: your camper in the Caravan Park Senales!
 Why we recommend these three accommodations is obvious: because they reflect the diversity of our glacier and valley like few other hotels in Val Senales. And: because they bring you so close to the adventure that it only takes three steps to reach it!
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                                                Long ski season, plenty of time for adventure and slopes for every level. 
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                                                Three-country views at over 3,000 metres. A superlative vantage point. 
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                        Funivie Ghiacciai Val Senales Spa
 Maso Corto 111
 I-39020 Senales - South Tyrol
 T +39 0473 662171
 M info@schnalstal.com
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